Scent of Samadhi
An ancient herbal perfume/deodorant of the Yogis of South India

Samadhi means, “Supreme inexpressible bliss”. Scent of Samadhi is an all natural and herbal
perfume from ancient India. The experience of the fragrance of Scent of Samadhi is wellbeing,
optimism, calm, nurturing and inspiring.It is for the first time ever that such a product meant to
enhance yoga and meditation through fragrance is being introduced into the United States.
About Scent of Samadhi: Sages and yogis meditating in caves use this all-natural, herbal blend
to enhance their meditations. Scent of Samadhi is mood lifting, tranquil and awakening. With
perspiration the aroma gets richeras our natural essence is transformed!
We think it is important to offer this amazing product to all those who practice yoga and
meditation. We took the step of contacting you because we are confident that you and your
students will love this enlightening and exotic fragrance!

Ingredients: red sandalwood, clove oil, tulsi, cardamom oil extract, rose oil, and barks from the
local foliage where Scent of Samadhi is made.

Ideal for:
- Yoga & meditation, bodywork/massage, deep relaxation and inspiration.
- Mood uplifting, inspiring and calming to the mind. Fragrance creates a sense of well-being.
- Yogis believe Scent of Samadhi to be healing to the mind and body.-As deodorant: works along
with the body perspiration to create a wonderful divine aroma.
- Awakens all the chakras in an inhale starting with the base chakra (due to the sandalwood
component) while bringing out the angelic nature in us, hence it is referred to as ‘tantric’.
- Can be mixed with any massage oils to enhance the experience of healing & rejuvenation.
About the product:
5 grams each jar- will last for minimum 3 months with daily use.
Glass jar ensures that Scent of Samadhi has a long shelf life.
Beautiful sari pouch made by a community of single mothers in India
-

-

Directions for use: Take a tiny pinch of Scent of Samadhi and place in the center of
one palm. Rub both your palms together. Bring both your palms to your nose and take a
deep inhale. Move your palms slowly above your head. Feel your aura glow!
Experience the instant uplifting magic of Scent of Samadhi!Now, rub a tiny bit of it under
your arm pits and do your daily yoga, meditate, take a walk or a drive.
Experience how this beautiful fragrance provides you with inner and outer harmony! All
the divine unfolding joys and inspiration!

Gratitude!
*Each jar of Scent of Samadhi is packed in a beautiful sari material pouch. This attractive pouch
using South Indian sari material is stitched by a community of single mothers and physically
challenged individuals in South India.
** Your participation by way of purchase or becoming a wholesaler enables Amma Sanctuary.
- A large sanctuary that looks after animals that has served its lifetime for humans
- 25% of the organic produce for feeding the hungry.
*** We have not boxed our Scent of Samadhi to contribute to saving additional paper.

